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BEACH
STREET
BE INSPIRED | DOMUS ADVANTAGE LIFT

BEACH STREET
Even a spectacular outlook can be improved by the right accessibility and architecture
and this house, overlooking a harbour beach in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, is a case in
point. The brief was to transform a boxy, 1950s property into a new home to permanently
accommodate the client’s parents. Incorporating the Domus Advantage lift into the architectural design meant that they would future-proof the home making it safer for everyone.
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DOMUS
ADVANTAGE LIFT

WALL COLOUR
PALETTE
A32PP

Designed and engineered to new heights, the Domus Advantage lift is
a two speed lift icon, representing the ultimate combination of power,

NOTHING BUT TIMBER
The client, influenced by grand stone English estates and houses of the

flexibility, unmatched quality and legendary performance.
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COLOUR
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Australian colonial era, also appreciated subtle Japanese influences: the warmth
of timber, clean lines and a layered indoor-outdoor connection. Yet it was
essential to create a relaxed and safe living environment for his parents in the
spirit of a beach house.

A beautifully detailed timber staircase and timber-clad elevator (both in American
oak) connect to the upper level, which enjoys panoramic views over the harbour
beach while the lower-level consisting of informal and private rooms leads to the
garden.

The 800mm wide x 1200mm deep lift car features monochromatic internal
finishes with a light reflective palette of warm white walls, brushed aluminium
trim, stainless steel accessories and a mirrored stainless steel ceiling with 3
downlights. Externally, the solid steel lift door is carefully clad with an elegant,
beautifully crafted American oak finish, tying in with the staircase and joinery
on both levels of the home. The timber draws inspiration from the natural
environment, adding warmth.
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SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITY up to 450kg
LOW PIT 130mm
LOW HEADROOM 2500mm
POWER Single Phase
DRIVE SYSTEM Hydraulic
MAX SPEED 0.25m/sec
COMPLIANCE AS1735.18, 1735.15/16, NCC E3.6
MOTOR CABINET 700W x 350D x 1450H mm

THE DOMUS
EVOLUTION LIFT

“

The Domus Advantage lift This
residence is a testament to
the value of investing in the
high-quality Domus Advantage
lift allowing for access to all
levels combined with luxury and
serene simplicity.
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“22+ years on, the Domus Advantage is a
true Australian icon, designed, engineered &
built in Italy to suit the requirements of the
Australian market”

SHOWROOMS
NSW & ACT
64 Penshurst Street
Willoughby NSW 2068
Tel. 02 8116 1500
VIC & TAS
7 Hoddle Street,
Collingwood VIC 3066
Tel. 03 9094 8600

EXPLORE
OUR NEW
WEBSITE

Scan the QR code
to find out more about
the Domus Advantage

For design inspiration from the Easy Living

We love to see our Domus Advantage Lift in

team and beyond, don’t forget to check out

your home!

our website! You will find lots of great tools

Follow us on socials and tag your lift using

and guides that will help you on your journey!

#MyDomusAdvantageLift

QLD & NT
17 Campbell Street,
Bowen Hills QLD 4006
Tel. 07 3851 7500
WA NEW SHOWROOM
Home Base
55 Salvado Rd,
Subiaco WA 6008
Tel. 08 6272 9400
SA
Home Ideas Centre
113 Anzac Hwy,
Ashford SA 5035
Ph: 08 8231 8858

sales@easy-living.com.au
www.easy-living.com.au

Click here or visit www.easy-living.com.au

DISCLAIMER
Easy Living Home Elevators Pty Ltd offers this brochure as a general guide. All information and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest product information available
at time of publication. Easy Living Home Elevators reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice in colours, materials, equipment, specifications, models & warranty. The
colours shown in this document are a close match and are for reference only. Colour variations will occur depending on calibration of computer screens and reproduction variations in
the printing process. Absolute colour confirmation is only available with a physical sample. Product and component availability changes from time to time. We reserve the right to provide
alternative products and components that meet or exceed the same technical and performance specifications as the original product. “Domus” Trademark owned in Australia by Easy Living
Home Elevators
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